The Future of Corporate Communication in Norway
Expert Practitioner Outlook and New Directions
Report on BI’s Centre for Corporate Communication’s
2015 Annual Communication Summit
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Introduction and background
BI’s Centre for Corporate Communication embarked on a journey to
explore the direction of the corporate communication in Norway. We were
interested in what senior communication directors of Norwegian
organisations saw as being their function’s opportunities and challenges.
We set out to answer three primary research questions:
• Which developments and trends in organisational communication will
dominate in the next 5 years?
• What are some of the new skills and capabilities required of
communicators, leaders and managers in the evolving environment?
• What can academia in general and BI’s Centre for Corporate
Communication in particular contribute?
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To answer these questions we employed a ‘mini-Delphi’
study asking a panel of experts through individual online
interviews and a focus group workshop to explore what
the future of corporate communication in Norway could
look like. The panel consisted of senior communications
executives of large firms, government departments and
not-for profit organisations in Norway.
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Communicators from 12 different organizations shared their view on the future of communication in Norway with us

Unni Strømstad
Kommunikasjonssjef

Marius Steen
Sr. Communication Advisor

Bjarte Reve
Kommunikasjonsdirektør

Ingeborg Grimsmo
Kommunikasjonsdirektør

Anne Vandbakk
Vice President

Kristian Hvilen
Komm og markedsføring

Elinor Turander
Acting Head of Media Relations

Joachim Henriksen
Kommunikasjonssjef

Håkon Mageli
Konsern direktør Kommunikasjon

Stig Inge Eikemo
Kommunikasjonsdirektør

Lars Galtung
Kommunikasjonsdirektør

Ole Kristian Lunde
Head of PR
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The outcomes of this year’s Corporate Communication Summit, published
here, are intended to continue the dialogue between practitioners and
academics in Norway. The Centre will use the findings to enhance its
strategy and better serve and engage with practitioners on various levels.
We first share a few relevant background findings from our own research
before uncovering the findings from our Delphi study.
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Background trends internationally
*In 5 years’ time it will be the norm to…

Strategically manage reputation
risk as comprehensively as
operational or financial risk

Integrate communication and reputation
strategies within business strategies and
across the corporate relations and
marketing functions

Embed communication and reputation
management capability, knowledge and
skills within the business (across
functions)
Embrace co-creation and open
innovation with stakeholders,
consumers and wider society

Have corporate responsibility at
the heart of business strategy

Comprehensively measure communication
impact and reputation performance
through bespoke stakeholder feedback

*based on trend analysis from international monitors
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A generally optimistic outlook for the future of corporate
communication as a function was shared by the participants
Our research has shown that whilst there are a number of issues to address and roadblocks to overcome,
senior corporate communication practitioners in Norway generally have an optimistic outlook of the
function.
“The focus on corporate communication
is still there despite cost cutting and soft
markets.”

Corporate Communications will
increase in importance

Investment in Corporate
Communication will increase

“Increased pace of change has
made internal communication
(and cultural development) much
more important and far more
strategic for the business.“

“Valuing and investing in
Corporate Communication is
increasing in Norway.”

“Communications have grown a lot
through a strong focus on external
reputation the last years.”
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What are the opportunities and challenges for corporate
communication?
Practitioner experts were first asked anonymously to provide their thoughts about where the
field and function are moving and what some of the main opportunities and challenges could
be. The analysis of the online results uncovered five main thematic areas. These were then
explored in detail during the first round of the expert workshop. The overall results of this
session are summarised on the next pages.
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Many Challenges but also Opportunities ahead
Challenges

•
•
•
•
•

Demonstrating value contribution
Create, align and communicate corporate values
Get closer to stakeholders and create trust
Reputation of our profession
Globalisation and stronger competition

• Complexity
• Confusion of responsibilities vis a vis marketing
• Ownership of the disciplines: digital, branding,
CSR

•
•
•
•

Tools to demonstrate outcomes vs output
Doing more with less
Increasing accountability
Increasing demand for transparency

Opportunities

Strategy

Structure

Systems &
Tools

•
•
•
•

CCO in top management teams
Social media: tool for stakeholder dialogue, higher impact
Fragmented media landscape
More collaboration and co-creation of strategy with
stakeholders

• Central in C-suites
• Flat organisation structures
• Functional integration especially with marketing

•
•
•
•

Digital media
Content marketing
Story telling
Internal
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Many Challenges but also Opportunities ahead (cont.)
Challenges

• Alignment
• Coping with integrated role
• A broader set of skills required combined
with being a specialist
• Truly understand stakeholders and their
expectations

• Visibility / support of leaderships
• Capabilities of middle managers across functions
• Finding the right competencies for the future
function
• Fragmentation of the function

Opportunities

Skills

Staff

•
•
•
•

Stakeholder dialogue skills
Developing fully integrated and effective campaigns
Change communication
More focus on evaluation and effect

•
•
•
•

CCO as a strategic advisor
Creation of new positions
Need for new talent
More staff with communication degrees and social
media skills
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Future Directions for the Communications Function
During the workshop discussions a view emerged on what the most relevant positive directions for the
function are likely to be:

Social media will have an even
higher major impact
“The web will be more professional &
more expensive.”
“It will be all digital and portable.”

CorpComms will be further
integrated

“Corporate communication will include PR,
external affairs, internal and external communication, IR, advertisement and sales
communications.”
“Opportunities to integrate CSR function
into corporate communications further.”

Interpreting, understanding and
collaborating w/ stakeholders is key
“Internally and externally.”
“Multi-stakeholder dialogue will become
the norm.”

The CCO will be a central strategic
advisor

“Communications role as a strategic
advisor internally has the possibility to
make the importance of corporate
communications grow further.”

Internal stakeholders will be the
main brand ambassadors
”Take care of the internal first and the rest
will follow.”
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Obstacles Communicators have to overcome going forward
The practitioner panel view of the main challenges ahead for the function:

Aligning different interests,
functions, channels

“Keeping a large group going in the same
direction.”
“Ensuring that behaviour of people
genuinely reflect the organization’s values alignment with internal communication.”

Confusion about responsibilities

Complexity

“Blurred lines between Corp Comms and
marketing.”

“Our tendency to overfocus on the ‘latest
hype’ in tools, digital, SoMe, etc - issue if
we keep adding complexity instead of
simplification to our organisations.”

“How to organise marketing and Corp
Comms given the huge increase of
channels and stakeholders?”

“How to handle and integrate digital
channels into overall Corp Comms work?”

“Aligning and integrating channels.”

Balancing time for strategic work
vs organisational deliveries

Having to do more with less

“People are more compressed and become
more operational.”

“More efficiency from less people.”

Finding the right competence for
the future CC unit

“’Always on' nature
of comms today.”

Overall Vision of the Future Communication Function
The Value-Adding Collaborator

A summary of the main strategic and tactical
challenges and opportunities:

Drive and improve organisational strategy by interpreting and aligning stakeholders
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Thoughts on the Value-Adding Potential of Academia for Practice

1.

Promote better understanding of corporate communication to
organizational success.

2.

Be source of lifelong learning for executives.

3.

Produce intellectual capital on relevant topics.

4.

Produce high level research on relevant topics.

5.

Bring stakeholders together to promote dialogue.

6.

Bring theory and practice by bringing researchers, students,
practitioners together to share knowledge.
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Demonstrate the impact of communication on business

Increase understanding of Corporate Communication throughout the organization

Create capability - among communicators & leadership

Help create the business case of corporate communication

Unpacking the value of Corporate Communication to different functions

Bring stakeholders together to promote dialog on relevant topics

Educate on social media (as a tool for dialog with stakeholders)

Educate/develop future talent.
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Thoughts on the Value Adding Potential of Academia for Practice

The Centre for Corporate Communication aims to be the
leading Norwegian competency centre for both
professionals and scholars for research and knowledge on
corporate communication. We all have a shared interest in
the changes and challenges facing today's professional
communicators. We therefore cherish the chance to gain new
insights and share our ideas with innovative practitioners.
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…how the Center for Corporate Communication can assist you

Enquire

Analyze

Disseminate

Be in the forefront of
developments in the field.
Focus on relevant and
valuable scientific research in
Norway and internationally.

Rigorous studies and surveys
that connect practice to
research. Focus of impact on the
role of corporate communication
and its contribution to
organizational success.

Provide public forum to
exchange latest knowledge on
corporate communication.

Engage leading international
scholars.

Circulate to leaders regular
and accessible information on
state of the art research
pertinent to CCOs.
Bi-annual magazine.
Monthly updates.
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…We want to be your value-added collaborator

You view yourself as a value-adding collaborator for your organization. This requires new
perspectives that can create new insights, but also significant challenges. We like to challenge
our partners by facilitating innovative as well as creative processes of discovery and
understanding. We invite you to take a leader role in the development of your management
field and join us as a partner in defining Norwegian best practices in corporate communication.
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Thank You For Sharing
Your Thoughts
Norwegian Business School (BI)
Center for Corporate Communication
Nydalsvn. 37 / N-0442 Oslo
www.bi.no/CCC
peggy.bronn@bi.no
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The Centre‘s Senior Research Team

Prof. Peggy Simcic Brønn
Managing Director

Prof. Ansgar Zerfass
Senior Researcher

Assoc. Prof. Christian Fieseler
Senior Researcher

Peggy is professor of communication and
strategy at BI Oslo, and associate dean of the
school’s bachelor program in Public Relations
and Marketing Communication. She is
published in numerous international journals
and is co-author of books on communication
and reputation in Norwegian. She is co-editor
of Journal of Communication Management.
She is Norway’s academic representative to
the Reputation Institute.

Ansgar is a professor II in communication and
leadership at BI Oslo. He is the author and
editor of 28 books, 35 research reports and
more than 200 articles and book chapters on
corporate communications. He is also heading
the scientific director of the Academic Society
for Corporate Leadership and
Communication, an initiative initiated by chief
corporate communications officers of more
than 30 global companies based in Germany.

Christian is associate professor of media
and communications at BI Oslo. An
economist by training, his research
interests center on organizational
identity, internal communications and
new media, as well as on the question of
how to better deliberate economic,
social and governance issues with key
constituencies via online and offline
channels.

